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System Name:

Game ID:

Game Type:

RTP:

Volatility:

Payout Mechanic:

Max Win Multiplier: 

Hit Frequency:

Min Bet:

Max Bet:

EGIGame

15714

Video Slot

85.52%/ 86.00%,90.14%/ 90.65%, 
92.02%/ 92.46%, 95.55%/ 96.03%

High

10 Lines

2,100 x bet

16.23%

€0.10

€100.00

Features

- Free Spins
- Scatter Symbol

Game Info

Embark on a wild journey through the heart of nature with Max the Winner, the latest 
video slot in the SwinttPremium lineup. Players will encounter a variety of woodland 
creatures on the reels, with the highest paying symbol being the woodpecker. Keep an 
eye out for the Nut Scatter Symbol, as they hold the key to unlocking Free Spins and 
triggering the thrilling bonus round.

Once in the Free Spins feature, players will witness the magic of nature come alive. At 
the beginning the Squirrel symbol will appear with a modest 1x1 size. However, with 
each additional scatter symbol collected during the Free Spins, the size of the Squirrel 
increases, offering greater opportunities for wins. Any coin symbols that fall within the 
squirrel's size range during this feature are instantly awarded, offering players a 
chance to claim significant wins of up to 2,100 x times their initial bet.

Join Max and his woodland friends on an adventure like no other in Max the Winner.

Max The Winner

Free Spins

3 or more Scatter symbols trigger 5 Free Spins, while 1 or more Scatter symbols can 
randomly trigger Free Spins. At the beginning of the feature, the Squirrel symbols 
starts with 1x1 size. All coin symbols which land on the Squirrel area are collected. 
After collecting the Coin symbols, the Squirrel collects all Scatter symbols. After 
collecting Scatter symbol, the Squirrel can grow to the next size, the number of Scatter 
symbols required depends on the size of the Squirrel. Each time the Squirrel grows, 
additional Free Spins are won, this is dependent on the size of the Squirrel too.
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